-420 -Anastasia M. Selivanenko. Museum of Architecture and Ethnography "Angara Village": Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow Podyelanki village with its stylistically unified architectural and spatial ensemble of farmsteads served the basis for the "Angara village" layout (Opolovnikov, 2004) . The village was a natural part of the natural environment. The space of a farmstead traditionally served everyday needs to its fullest. Houses and steadings were located along the perimeter of the quadrangle, forming the farmstead's courtyard.
The "Angara village" museum was built according to the ethnic and local principle. It has rich exhibition sectors devoted to the Russian settlers and the Evenks.
There are several stages in the history of the museum.
The years of 1970 -1979 were the years of preparation for the construction and work on finding and getting the exhibits for the museum. (Tikhonov, 2005) .
The number of farmsteads in the "Angara village" museum was determined by the fact that the Angara settlements of the XIX century consisted of "ten or fewer yards, the volost' villages being the exceptions (250 yards)" (Saburova, 1967) . According to A.V. Opolovnikov, "due to scarcity of suitable land useful for agriculture the villages are generally small here: from five to seven yards, or even two or three ones. If the number of yards is more than a dozen, and there is a church nearby, then it is a village already" (Opolovnikov, 1983a ).
On May 20, 1979 the Ministry of Culture of the RSFSR issued order № 321 "On the foundation of the "Angara village" museum of folk wooden architecture in Bratsk on the rights of a branch of the museum of history and local lore". The sources of financing the museum were also defined, the sources being "centralized funds with the largest enterprises' partnership in the construction" (Salakhova, 2005) . (Turov, 1990) .
A bow, a gun, a poniaga (a sort of a sack for carrying hunters' things), a hunting bag, climbing skis and skis from debarked wood (golitsy skis), a palm and a spear near a raw-hide tent introduce hunting, the Evenks' main occupation, to the visitors. As for the household outbuildings at the camp, two types of lean-tos (labaz sheds) are reconstructed: for keeping clothes and storing products. Under one of these lean-tos (labaz) one can see winter clothing: parkas (for kids and adults), mukluks (high fur boots), mittens, hats.
For temporary (summer) camps there are two raw-hide tents covered with birch bark, a shed for a forge, tools for tanning hides, a pen for reindeer calves.
A birch tree boat, spears, nets made of horsehair, forging tools, tools for tanning hides and leather, footwear made of reindeer skin, devices for fettering deer and lassos for catching them introduce the Evenks' traditional occupations such as fishing, home production, reindeer husbandry to the visitors.
There are granaries of different construction between a camping ground and a summer camp.
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The cult complex includes a shaman's tent and two types of burials (an "air" one and a ground one) (Utkin, 1991) .
According to the Evenks' worldview, the universe was divided into three worlds: the upper world is inhabited by the spirits, the middle world is the earth, the lower one is the world of the dead, inhabited by the ancestors' spirits. Shamanism is known to be a well-developed system of world perception, involving communication of the three worlds through a shaman's mediation. A shaman's tent was constructed for performing various rites, a treatment rite in particular. Sometimes a rite was held for several days. During it they searched for a sick man's soul kidnapped by evil spirits. A shaman had some knowledge of traditional medicine, could treat mental disorders by hypnosis. His profession was usually inherited (Utkin, 1986) . Underground burials appeared with the adoption of Christianity. In these cases they put a cross by the bed-side, as it was done in Russian villages.
All works on the sector reconstruction were carried out under the supervision of G.S. Utkin, A.I. Mungalov, S.N. Krasnoshtanov, who lived among the Evenks for many years (Pavlov, 1998) .
The "Angara village" museum enjoyed great success (up to 26 excursions a day) in the first half of the 80-s of the XX century. The staff lacked welfare building. Thus, they worked in an Evenk raw-hide tent with an oven in the centre instead of a hearth. The museum workers, standing around it on elk fur coats, welcomed the visitors. There was a telephone on the stump. This made a lasting impression on the foreigners (Monakhov, 1989) .
The Evenk sector is considered to be unique and having no analogues in the world. Firstly, this part of the architectural-ethnographic complex was erected according to the exact drawings. It was a copy of the Evenk buildings, whereas most of the exhibits, reflecting the Evenks' life, are original. Secondly, there was no need to change the landscape the way it was in the museum of architecture and ethnography "Tal'tsy" where the landscape was artificial. Thirdly, the Evenk sector of the "Angara village" museum reflects the life of the Evenks better than it is presented in the Museum of Yakutia (Opolovnikov, 1983b) . There is "An Angara peasant's hunting equipment" exhibition on the territory of this farmstead. The income from a commercial trade on the Angara was for the payment of various taxes and duties as well as the internal needs of a peasant household. The hunters used sleds on which they put devices for traps and products.
The equipment included skis, a rifle, a knife, a poniaga with commercial goods.
The farmstead presents a range of objects associated with hemp processing and weaving in the peasant housekeeping. In both halves there are built-in benches, polaty.
On the "voronets" there are clay, wood, and bark utensils. On the benches and floors there are homespun carpet strips. A large table is decorated with a linen tablecloth. In the inner porch there are tubs for water, buckets from prefabricated wood -staves (Shtele, 2007) .
In 1989 the state commission accepted the first phase of the museum, and namely three farmsteads: one farmstead with one yard and two ones with two yards, as well as grain and trade barns, a church, a smithy, the Bratsk Ostrog Tower, banyas, a samolovnya (a place for fishing) on the river bank and the Evenk camp with a lean-to (labaz) standing apart. A lean-on was personally brought to the museum by the artist S. Arbatsky.
In the "Angara village" museum they planned to exhibit the farmsteads reflecting a "social stratification of a village", expressed in the size of yards and their number. It was also necessary to recreate a three-yard farmstead which was quite rare compared to the other two.
However, presumed farmsteads were flooded. In the XXI century such holidays as "the Trinity", "the Easter", "Maslenitsa (Shrovetide) festival", "the day of the city", "the day of a young 
